Function of interstitial cells of Cajal in the rabbit portal vein.
Interstitial cells of Cajal (ICCs) were identified in the intact fixed media of the rabbit portal vein (RPV) using c-kit staining. The following experiments were performed using single cell preparations of the enzyme-dispersed vessel. Surviving contacts between the processes of single ICCs and the bodies of smooth muscle cells (SMCs) were observed in electron micrographs and by confocal microscopy. Spontaneous rhythmical [Ca2+]i oscillations were observed in ICCs after loading with the calcium indicator fluo-3 and were associated with depolarizations of the ICCs recorded by tight-seal patch pipette. To investigate signal transmission from ICCs to SMCs in dispersed cell pairs, or within small surviving fragments of the ICC network, an ICC was stimulated under voltage-clamp, while changes in [Ca2+]i in the stimulated cell as well as in a closely adjacent SMC or ICCs were monitored using fast x-y confocal imaging of fluo-3 fluorescence. After stimulation of single voltage-clamped ICC by a depolarizing step similar in duration to depolarizations associated with spontaneous [Ca2+]i oscillations, a depolarization and transient elevation of [Ca2+]i was observed in a closely adjacent SMCs after a delay of up to 4 seconds. In contrast, signal transmission from ICC to ICC was much faster, the delay being less than 200 ms. These results suggest that the an ICC may, in addition to generating an electrical signal (such as a slow wave) and thereby acting as a pacemaker for vascular SMCs of RPV, also release some unknown diffusible substance, which depolarizes the SMCs.